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Congregations that live in covenant with other congregations in our 
Association through a strong, articulated sense of UU and community identity 

 
Policy 1.0.2a, UUA Policy Manual 

 
 
The purpose of this document is to give a brief background of the UUA Board’s 
involvement in the Panel on Theological Education (the Panel), in preparation for 
a decision on the appropriate role of the Board in light of Policy Governance®.   
The recommendation is to add the following policy to Section 2.10 of the 
Governance Manual, defining “Unitarian Universalist identity” as an intangible 
asset to be protected.   
 
2.10 POLICY TITLE: ASSET PROTECTION 
 
The President shall not allow the Association’s tangible, intangible and 
intellectual assets to be unprotected from undue risk.  Further, without limiting the 
scope of the foregoing by this enumeration, the President shall not: 
 
1. Unnecessarily expose the Association’s tangible and intangible assets to loss 
or damage by theft, embezzlement or other financial fraud, casualty, lack of 
maintenance, or other cause. 
2. Allow the Association to be unprepared to respond to disasters and other 
crises. 
3. Unnecessarily expose the Association, or its Board, volunteers, or staff, to 
claims of liability. 
4. Unnecessarily expose the Association’s intellectual property, information, and 
files to loss, damage, premature destruction, or improper disclosure. 
************************************************************************************ 
Proposed Addition: 
 
5. Jeopardize the formation of Unitarian Universalist identity within our 
professional ranks.  Furthermore the President shall not: 
 5.1 Jeopardize right relationship with Meadville Lombard and Starr King 
School for the Ministry 
 5.2 Jeopardize the historical relationship between the UUA and Harvard 
Divinity School 
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Background 
 
A trust of $9 million was established in 1983 within the UUA from the North Shore 
Unitarian Universalist Society, now known as Shelter Rock “for religious and 
educational purposes…[which] may include, but shall not be limited to, the 
making of grants or loans to educational institutions in support of programs of 
religious education, or grants or loans to students, religious professionals or lay 
personnel in attendance at such institutions, or otherwise sponsoring religious 
educational operations, programs, publications or other theological activities of 
an educational nature either directly or by contributing financial support to other 
organizations or individuals to enable them to provide or to acquire such 
theological education.” 
 
Other details were specified in the original proposal from then President Eugene 
Pickett.  These have traditionally been observed, though the Trust does not 
include these provisions.  The provisions include: 
 

• At least 60% of the annual funds would be in support of Unitarian 
Universalist related theological schools.  At the time of the trust 
establishment, the majority of candidates were educated at Meadville 
Lombard, Starr King, or Harvard.   

 
• Two members of the Panel would be from the UUA Administration, 2 from 

the UUA Board, 1 Parish Minister, 1 Minister of Religious Education, and 
one non-Unitarian Universalist theological educator, and non-voting 
members from the three schools.  All but the Administration and 
Theological School members were to be appointed by the Board.    

 
• The Board approves the budget recommendations made by the Panel 

each year.  
 
Copies of the original trust document and the proposal are attached.   
 
It should be noted that the proposal also refers to a somewhat stormy history 
between the UUA and the theological schools that led up to the trust, and is 
described by former President Pickett this way1: 
 
   A major area of contention was the fact that the Association provided little 
financial support for the schools, while at the same time asking the schools to 
cooperate with the Council [on Education for Professional Religious Leadership] 
in developing new programs. The Council itself was not funded adequately and 
was limited in its ability to develop new programs or provide significant financial 
support for the schools. After five contentious years the Council was disbanded. 
                                            
1 Interview with Gene Pickett by Tamara Payne Alex in 2007 
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The relationship between the Association and the theological schools did not 
improve. 
 
    From this experience, the important lesson for me, which was to play a part in 
my presidency, was that until the Association could provide significant financial 
support for the schools, the relationship with the schools would continue to be 
strained and the Association’s influence minimal.  
 
Recent funding history 
 
The financial precariousness of Meadville and Starr King (the Schools) led to 
over 90% of the trust funds provided to them by fiscal 2005-06.  In 2007 the 
Board received a proposal from the Panel to reduce the approximately $250,000 
Meadville and Starr King each received each year to zero over the next 4 years, 
and took the first step by approving a reduction to $225,000 for fiscal 2007-2008.  
This was based at least partly on the fact that the majority of UU theological 
students were being educated in places other than these two schools.  The 
representatives from the Schools were also no longer invited to attend Panel 
meetings.  This was not well received by the Schools, and, because it came very 
soon after the dissolution of talks to combine the schools, was perceived by at 
least some as punitive.  There was also considerable concern, also expressed by 
the consultants in the merger, that the two UU schools were not independently 
viable.   
 
The second reduction to $200,000 was taken in 2008-2009, though further 
reductions were suspended and remained suspended as The Summit on 
Ministerial Excellence, funded by the Panel in December of 2008, focused 
attention on the value of “identity schools”.2  The most recent budget passed by 
this board (2011-12) was for $190,000 for Meadville and Starr King, $35,000 for 
Harvard, and $25,000 for Andover Newton, as recommended by the Panel.  The 
Board has not discussed nor had an “official” conversation that would reverse its 
2007 intention to reduce to zero theological school funding for operations.  
 
Funding levels from 2005 to 2011 are shown on Attachment 2.    
 
Panel retreat October 2011 
 
The “identity school” concept has had a wide-ranging effect.  Now chaired by the 
Rev. Rob Eller-Isaacs, the Panel held a retreat in October of this year to 
determine where it added the most value to the “shared vision” of the Association 
(the end quoted at the beginning of this document), and identified the role of the 
Panel as “producing knowledgeable stewards and creative transformers of the 
                                            
2 Articulated by Dan Aleshire, Executive Director of the Association of Theological 
Schools, “The Tyranny of Excellence” delivered December 2008 
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Unitarian Universalist tradition.”  Two primary areas for the Panel’s involvement 
are: 
 

1. Funding Identity-based Unitarian Universalist education for professional 
religious leaders, and  

2. Convening an ongoing conversation for the future of identity-based 
theological education.  

 
We also agreed the Panel was a “means” and as such should report to the 
President.  In line with the Panel’s focus on UU identity as a critical asset for the 
Association, including this in our Policy Manual as protection of an intangible 
asset appears to be an appropriate place to document the Board’s expectations, 
as well as insuring an ongoing right relationship with the schools that are the 
primary providers of that identity in our professional ranks.  The Panel also feels 
the historical relationship with Harvard, which includes an endowed chair and is 
the repository for significant Unitarian archives, should be maintained, though the 
funding level would be the prerogative of the President.   
 
 
 



POTE Budgets Attachment 2

Graph courtesy of Harlan Limpert
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Projects TOTAL

2005 $257,228 $244,400 $40,583 $6,000 $4,109 $10,000 $0 $0 $0 $562,320
2006 $273,228 $273,228 $30,000 $9,000 $0 $10,000 $54 $0 $0 $595,510
2007 $250,000 $250,000 $30,000 $18,000 $45,435 $10,000 $460 $0 $0 $603,895
2008 $225,000 $225,000 $30,000 $0 $4,522 $10,000 $940 $57,575 $0 $553,037
2009 $200,000 $200,000 $30,000 $15,000 $50,000 $10,000 $675 $12,040 $65,000 $582,715
2010 $215,000 $215,000 $30,000 $25,000 $21,885 $15,000 $460 $16,000 $25,369 $563,714
2011 $190,000 $190,000 $25,000 $25,000 $29,000 $15,000 $522 $19,000 $67,500 $561,022
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